Abstract. We prove moduli of continuity results for /°°-valued Gaussian processes in general, as well as for /°° -valued Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes in particular.
Introduction
Let {Y(t), -oo < t < oo} = {Xk(t), -oo < t < oo}^, be a sequence of continuous Gaussian processes with stationary increments. Based on their Fernique type inequalities for Banach space-valued stochastic processes, Csáki and Csörgö [2, 1] and Csáki, Csörgö, and Shao [4, 5] studied the continuity and moduli of continuity sample path properties of Y(.) e V, 1 < p < 2, featuring lp-valued Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (O-U) processes as their main example of interest, as in Schmuland [17] as well for 1 < p < 2. For extensions of results along these lines for Y(.) e lp , 1 < p < oo, we refer to Csörgö and Shao [7] . The study of infinite-dimensional O-U processes was initiated by Dawson [8] , and they have been intensively studied in many papers since. Concerning their path continuity properties, in addition to the just mentioned papers, we refer to Csáki, Csörgö, Lin, and Révész [3] , who studied infinite series of independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, Csörgö and Lin [6] on the /2-norm squared O-U process, Fernique [9, 10] , who gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the continuity of l"-valued, 2 < p < oo, O-U processes (cf. also Iscoe, Marcus, McDonald, Talagrand and Zinn [11] , and Iscoe and McDonald [12] for p = 2, as well as Schmuland [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ).
In this paper we first investigate moduli of continuity path properties of Y(•) when it is an /°°-valued process and then establish exact moduli of continuity for /°°-valued O-U processes (cf. § §2 and 3, respectively).
/°°-valued Gaussian processes
As in our introduction, let {Y(t), -oo < t < 00} = {Xk(t) ,-oo<t< oo}£L, be a sequence of continuous Gaussian processes with stationary increments. Throughout this section we assume that EXk(t) = 0 for any t and every k and that ak(h) = E(Xk(t + h) -Xk(t))2 are nondecreasing in h . Just like in [4] , a function f(x) will be called quasi-increasing on (a,b) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that f(x) < cf(y) fora<x<y<b.
Put a* (h) = maxfc-j. ok(h), and suppose that a* (h)/ha is quasi-increasing for some a > 0.
We assume, without loss of generality, that for every k > 1, trk(h) > 0 for h > 0. Let y h be the solution of the equation hmsup sup sup max-77^7=-;-/. ,/, \i{,n < 1 ^.s. V ' hio o<t<io<s<hk>i tr*(h)(21og(l/(hyn)))x/2 -If condition (2.2) is replaced by conditions for 0 < h < ho so that (2.4) inf -7-7 > cx -77-f for some cx > 0 and every k > 1
Eexp|--^log^<oo, íAe« (2.3) remains true with yn = 1. If, in addition, Xk(-), k = 1,2, ... , are independent and for 0 < tx < t2 < ts < i4,
hmsup sup sup max-tttttt,-tttt,-\x ,,-, = 1 a.s. hio o<t<io<s<h k>i o*(h)(2loè(l/(hyh))y/2 and /") 01 1i.~"".» """ .*,"" l-^-H* + ") ~ ^k(l)\ i ( As the first step, we prove that for a given e > 0 there exists a constant C = C(e) > 0 such that (2.12) P i sup sup max J**(' + S\~ f*^'
It is easy to see that for 0 < s < ĥ Since a* (h)/ha is quasi-increasing, there exists a en > 0 such that
If condition (2.2) is satisfied, then, from (2.11), for r large enough and A small enough, similarly to (2.13), we get »■■ pi™ en« mnT l*fc((* + *)r) ~ *fc('r)l ^1 < Chyh.
,"•<*) (log WJ . Let 9 > 1. Define A¡ = {h: ö"'"1 < o*(h) < 0-«'}, Atj = {h: 0~J-X < hyn < d~j, h e Af}, and A(J = sup{/z: h e Atj}. Then 
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In fact, for n large enough, i.e. hn small enough, we have PÍ SUD max \Xk(t + h")-Xk(t)\ 1 P\o<^1m>aiX(7*(/7")(21og(l/A"^)))i/2 < l £1 <PJ max max^+/\ o<7<i/a" fc>i a*(hn)(2log(l/(hnyhn) As an application of Corollary 2, we deal with the problem of moduli of continuity for /°°-valued Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes.
/°°-VALUED O-U PROCESSES
Let {Y(t), -oo < t < oo} = {Xk(t), -oo < t < oo}^°=1 be a sequence of independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes with coefficients yk and Xk, i.e., Xk(') is a stationary, mean zero Gaussian process with The following sufficiency condition for a* (h)/ha being quasi-increasing is due to Csáki, Csörgö, and Shao (cf. [4, Lemma 4.2]). Lemma 3. Assuming that y¡/(l +Xj)x~a is quasi-decreasing for some 0 < a < 1 andthat 1+A,+1 < c(l+X¡) for some c andevery i> 1, wehavethat a* (h)/ha is quasi-increasing on (0, \). 
Proof. At first, we consider the case of a > 0. Let kn be the integer such that a*(A) = akh(h). Note that al(h) = 2ka-^(l-e-kßh).
Then there exist 0 < cx < c2 < oo such that 
